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(#6 ERICO THREADED REBAR F550A2)
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SECTION X-X

TOP VIEW

NOTES:
1) STRIP W/ SWIFT LIFTS.
2) BLOCK AT LIFT LOCATIONS.
3) STORE AND SHIP FLAT.
4) ERECT W/ BURKES.
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NOTEs:
1) STRIP W/ SWIFT LIFTS.
2) BLOCK AT LIFT LOCATIONS.
3) STORE AND SHIP FLAT.
4) ERECT W/ BURKES.
NOTE:
1) ALL INSERTS SHOULD BE PLACED ON ONE ELEVATION ONLY EXCEPT WHERE NOTED.
2) INSERTS SHOULD BE PLACED ON "FREE" SURFACE OF FORM.
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CONCRETE

f_{cc} = 5000 PSI (28 DAYS)

STRENGTH

f_{ci} = 3000 PSI (RELEASE)
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NOTES:
1) STRIP W/ SWIFT LIFTS.
2) ROTATE TO VERTICAL.
3) BLOCK AT LIFT LOCATIONS.
4) STORE AND SHIP VERTICAL.
5) ERECT W/ BURKES.